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website, for instance, by ensuring that users are finding the required information. These
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Automotive Sensor Products offer a wide range of sensors for use in monitoring various
vehicular functions in the areas of passenger safety, comfort and convenience plus vehicle
powertrain, chassis and emission applications. Chassis Comfort and Convenience. Emissions
Passenger Safety. Powertrain xEV Sensors. Littelfuse battery management devices provide
methods of conserving battery power, protecting against over-discharge, combining and
protecting auxiliary equipment such as liftgate motors. Littelfuse battery mini-Breakers provide
battery cell protection for high-capacity Lithium Polymer and prismatic cells. Metal Hybrid
Protection. Electrical sockets, plugs and coils used for connection of a truck and trailer on
commercial vehicles or caravans for 12 and 24V systems. Connector Accessories Greycon
Connectors. Common Mode Noise Filters CMF attenuate common mode noise in differential and
balanced transmission, and power supply and audio lines. Littelfuse offers a comprehensive
line of fuse blocks, fuse holders, and fuse accessories for automotive, electronic, and electrical
markets. Fusible Switches and Panels Fusible Switches and Panels Provide a complete,
one-piece solution for easy procurement and code compliance. Dissipate high voltage
transients through a contained plasma gas with high surge capability, low capacitance and
small size. Magnetic sensing products utilizing Reed and Hall Effect technologies, with custom

solutions available. Low capacitance polymer base product for protecting high speed data
circuit from ESD damage and maintaining data integrity. Polymer-enhanced, precision Zener
diodes that offer resettable protection against multi-Watt fault events without the need for
multi-Watt heat sinks. Power Semiconductors Power Semiconductors High reliability power
semiconductors utilize the latest technology. Stacks, Subsystems, and Assemblies Bare Die. TD
and Chip Telecom. Our surge protection devices SPDs and modules are designed to provide
protection from transient overvoltage. They are thermally-protected and built with high-quality,
dependable materials. Features manually-operated, foot-operated, and mechanically-operated
switches; and switches operated by temperature or pressure. Reliable standard and thermal
protected varistor, available in a variety of forms, surge current capability up to 70, Amp. Radial
Leaded Specialty Surface Mount. Thermally Protected. Custom Circuit Protection Solutions.
Electronic Testing Services. Need the Littelfuse equivalent to a competitor part? Enter the
competitor part number here. Check distributor stock levels by entering in full or partial part
numbers Cancel. Browse our class RK1 fuses below. Technical Resources. Connect with
Littelfuse. This website stores cookies on your device. Essential Performance and analytical
technologies Functionality Targeting or advertising. Always Active. Performance and analytical
technologies. Targeting or Advertising. By clicking Allow All or Save Settings you agree and
accept our terms and conditions. Overview Models Resources. How to buy Locate a channel
partner Technical support. Back to search. Live chat. Serial Number Verified :. Authenticated:
The product is verified as being authentic; however, this does not guarantee the condition or fit
for purpose of the product. Bussmann series Class RK1 Fuses. Contact us. Core features
Current limitation for non-inductive circuits provides Class RK1 current-limiting response to
maximum ground fault and short-circuit conditions. Economical solutions for high-fault circuits.
Provides 10X better current limitation to help prevent equipment damage caused by
short-circuit events. Fast-acting fuse helps prevent equipment damage caused by short-circuit
events. Incorporates Class R rejection feature. Can be inserted in non-rejection type fuse
holders to physically and electrically replace fast-acting Class H, K1, K5, RK5, and other
fast-acting fuses. Ideal for critical industrial or commercial applications that have specific
current limitation requirements. Find the right fuse for you. Low-Peak Upgrade Program.
Fuseology An introduction to understanding fuses and how they are applied for providing
overcurrent protection. Study of overcurrent protection. Bussmann Resource Center. Fault
Current Calculator. US Sales Representatives. Specifications Results. Load more. Download
Links. Bussmann series Low-Peak Upgrade program brochure No. Features and benefits of a
three step fuse inventory consolidation program to reduce cost, the number of SKUs and
inventory carrying costs. Product notifications. Product specification guides. Low-Peak fuses
provide ultimate protection in the Fuses Made Simple program. Technical data sheets.
Technical specifications for the ultimate protection Class RK1 dual element, current-limiting,
time-delay fuses available with optional open fuse indication. Details and technical
specifications for the Vac Limitron fast-acting, current-limiting fuses in ratings from 1 to amps.
Need product support? How to buy from Eaton. Locate a channel partner Find a Bussmann
series product distributor near you. We provide sustainable solutions that help our customers
effectively manage electrical, hydraulic, and mechanical power â€” more safely, more efficiently,
and more reliably. Quick links. Let's talk big ideas View all social media. Also known as
dual-element fuses, these time-delay fuses withstand current overload for a short time so they
won't open when exposed to harmless temporary surges, such as when starting a motor. They
have a rejection-style end design that safeguards against replacement errors. Breakthrough
current , labeled on the fuse as IR, is the maximum current that a fuse can safely stop in the
event of a short circuit. Fuses with blown fuse indicator have a dot on the side that changes
color when the fuse blows. Contact Us Order. Log in. Create login. Search Results. Clear All. UL
Class. Manufacturer Equivalent. Overall Length. Overall Diameter. Fuse Type. Protection Type.
Cartridge Fuse Style. Blown Fuse Indicator. Breakthrough Current. Specifications Met. Number
of Elements. Rejection-Style End. Indicator Type. View catalog page. Send Cancel. How can we
improve? About Fuses. Ferrule Style. Knife-Blade Style. By using this website, you agree to our
Terms and Conditions and Privacy Policy. The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.
Pedestal 35" Ht. FLN- R. FLS- R. FRN- R. FRS- R. TR- R. TR- R- ID. TRS- R. Time Delay. Knife
Blade. Current, A. Power fuse safety and test procedures have been established by the U. S,
Europe and Asia as performance standards. Power fuses standards of low-voltage volts or less
have evolved into distinct classes. Not only when you first specify them, but also when you
replace them. To aid in selection, manufacturers produce fuses designated by class. Many are
dual rated and can be used in dc applications. All are current limiting and carry a kA
interrupting rating. Some are self-certified up to kA IR. Most RK fuses are time-delay dual
element design. Fast acting RK fuses are also available for sensitive or critical component

protection applications. Class RK fuses are commonly used in mains, feeder and branch
circuits, motors, transformers, solenoids and general purpose circuits. This means Class RK1
allow less damaging energy to pass through them while opening blowing. Recommended
applications for RK1 fuses are the same as RK5 in most cases and as mentioned above, they
offer greater current limitation. Class RK5 Dual-Element Time-Delay Fuses are the most
prevalent fuses in industry for their economy in most applications, especially in motors and
transformers. This allows fuses to be sized more proportionate to inductive loads such as
motors and transformers. Based on the equipment being protected you can choose fast acting
RK fuses for application specific protection of sensitive devices and critical components. Fast
acting fuses are recommended for circuits having a high percentage of non-inductive loads
such as heating and lighting. The fusing market is filled with a wide array of choices, requiring
more details in correct fuse sizing and selection. Fuse applications today involve many types of
power systems that require an understanding of fuse types, construction, and operational use.
Understanding the fuse characteristics of the various fuse classes simplifies specifying and
selecting fuses to avoid mistakes that could jeopardize equipment and component systems.
Proper fuse selection depends on many factors, so consult a professional engineer for your app
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lication. The detailed information manufacturers publish today demonstrate this. Stay
up-to-date with ongoing developments in types, constructions, characteristics, and classes.
Listed below are links to manufacturer datasheets and other educational resources. Our
product and application knowledge goes into every transaction. Monster Fuses provides
immediate shipment of power fuses and power fuse mountings from our extensive inventory.
Monster Controls provides immediate shipment of 5kV Class control components. Clients can
access thousands of 5kV class control parts from an extensive inventory, eliminate long factory
lead times and supply real time solutions for electrical control challenges. Specializing in parts
for 2. Company website: electricalmarketing. Direct Your Name required. Company Name and
Location required. Your Email required. Phone Number. Greg Carter. Share with others
Linkedin. Fuse University. Circuit Protection for Power Distribution Transformers. Technical
Support.

